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The ‘Equal Time Weighted Constant Portfolio’ Methodology
At AltFi Data we believe that both investors and originators benefit from metrics that capture the entire track record of
an originator rather than a sub set. For originators to effectively demonstrate alignment they want to prove that they can
be held accountable for the quality of every loan originated, rather than just a sample. And for investors to gain a
thorough understanding of the assets available they need to appraise the entire track record.
While AltFi Data can also provide granular analysis, our starting point is the entire track record of a particular originator,
which can then be sub-divided by risk grade or borrower type etc. To achieve this in a manner that allows comparison
between a range of originators, with distinct business models, and different underlying loan types, we need to be
mindful of a number of challenges involved in appraising a track record made up of many thousands of loans,
originated at different times.
Challenge 1 - Sampling
Performance varies considerably between loans and even pools and cohorts of apparently homogenous loans may not
behave consistently. Whilst it is important to analyse the anticipated future behaviour of a specific pool, a complete
understanding can only be achieved through analysis of the historic track record of the originator or loan type in
question. This analysis should not be based on a sample. Rather it should be based on the entire historic track record.
Challenge 2 - Seasoning
The age of an individual loan, or a pool based on a particular time cohort, is a material factor in the performance of that
loan or cohort.

Generic Cumulative Net Loss Curve
defaults net of recoveries as percent of original principal by months since origination
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The chart above represents a generic net loss curve for a marketplace originated cohort of loans showing cumulative
net loss measured in months since origination. Looking at this curve we can observe that:
-

There are little to no defaults early in the life of the cohort
Defaults then pick up rapidly - in this case between month 5 and 26
The increase in defaults then moderates between month 26 and an eventual peak at around month 36
New defaults are then more than offset by recoveries meaning that in month 36 to 60 cumulative net loss gradually
falls

This profile can create distortions when analysing the asset performance of loans, even more so when analysing many
loans and cohorts at different points on the seasoning journey. This demonstrates why cohort based analysis can prove
misleading and also illustrates the challenge that must be overcome to create a meaningful analysis of track record.
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Challenge 3 - Variable Origination Growth Rates
The effect of seasoning can create further distortions when combined with variations in origination growth rates.
Seasoning Distribution of 'Aged' Portfolio

Seasoning Distribution of 'Young' Portfolio
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The charts above demonstrate the ‘age’ distribution of two portfolios of loans of otherwise identical characteristics. The
chart on the left represents a ‘young’ fast growing portfolio. The chart on the right represents an ‘aged’ slowing growth
portfolio. A fast growing portfolio will be characterised by a high proportion of young loans and will therefore exhibit a
lower default rate. A slowing growth portfolio will be characterised by a high proportion of aged loans and will therefore
exhibit a higher default rate. Whilst a comparison between the two would exhibit stark differences in performance the
underlying quality of the portfolios may be identical. The differences can be attributed to the impact that origination
growth has when combined with the effects of the age profile of a loan or loan cohort.
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Solution - ‘Equal Time Weighted Constant Portfolio’ Methodology
AltFi Data’s Equal Time Weighted Constant Portfolio [ETWCP] methodology solves all of these challenges. This
approach allows us to:
- Represent a portfolio that is perfectly diversified across all loan production
- Capture equal proportions of loans and cohorts of all ages and seasoning profiles
- Create metrics that are free from distortions resulting from variations in origination growth rate
This allows us to establish metrics that:
- Are genuinely comparable
- Are free from ‘ageing’ distortions
- Capture the impact of all historic activity
- Are comparable with other asset classes
- Can be viewed as a time series
Construction of ‘Equal Time Weighted Constant Portfolio’
“Imagine that an investor made an equally sized investment into each monthly cohort of origination, and that this
investment was perfectly diversified across all loans originated in that period. This is the portfolio that our methodology
represents.”
To capture the entire track record being analysed, rather than a subset, our metrics measure the return of an equal time
weighted constant portfolio. This means we represent the return achieved from an equal time-weighted exposure, to
every loan made by a particular originator or industry segment. This portfolio is ‘constantly’ evolving as new loans are
added, and amortised/re-paid/defaulted cohorts fall out of the series. All resultant metrics are expressed as an
annualised rate i.e. the trailing 12 month rate.
To construct this portfolio we equally weight each monthly time cohort and capture the performance of all loans in that
cohort. Imagine that an investor made an equally sized investment into each monthly cohort of origination, and that this
investment was perfectly diversified across all loans originated in that period - this is the portfolio that our methodology
represents. The weighting of each cohort declines in line with amortisation, but at the outset, each cohort is given an
equal weight. An illustration of the seasoning distribution of such a portfolio is shown in the following graphic.
Equal Vintage Seasoning Distribution
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This methodology captures the entire track record of the source of origination being analysed, be it geography,
originator, or risk grade, whilst avoiding any distortions due to seasoning and variable origination growth rates.
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Standardised Analysis of Net Return Using ETWCP
AltFi Data’s ETWCP metrics allow like for like comparison of industry, platform, and risk grade based on verified data.
The same methodology drives our return benchmark, and also enables like for like comparison of both return, and risk
adjusted return, at the originator or risk grade level.
Net Return
Net return is calculated using the ETWCP methodology and is expressed net of all fees, adjusted both for losses and
recoveries, and reported as an annualised rate.
Return Calculation
The daily return is calculated as follows:

The vintage factor is the factor that renders the size of all monthly cohorts equal. This is simply the inverse of the total
principal originated in a given cohort.

An index value, I, is then calculated using the portfolio return:

This Index value is used to calculate the trailing 12-month return, RT:
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Credit Events
The treatment of credit events, and the related cashflows, are explained below and are also depicted in the following
graphic.

Default
Loans are deemed to be in default at the earlier of:
- 90 days in arrears (i.e. after a missed scheduled repayment)
- An originator marks a loan as being in default
AltFi Data observe daily loan cash flows to determine if a loan needs to be marked as defaulted. At the point of default
remaining outstanding principal is ‘impaired’ and written down to the value of the expected recovery amount based on
historic recovery rates - see explanation of loss given default (LGD) below.
Treatment of Impaired loans
When a default occurs, the loan is impaired to the appropriate LGD statistic for the given platform. This means that the
impaired portion is written off and counted as a loss, while the remainder is marked as ‘non-performing’ and applied to
the non-performing ledger (NP ledger).
Treatment of Recoveries
Recovery cash flows reduce the non-performing balance outstanding of individual impaired loans. As such, they reduce
the amount of any final write off at the end of the write off horizon.
So long as there is an outstanding amount on the NP ledger any recoveries are offset by amounts on the NP Ledger
and have no immediate impact on net return. i.e. they do not have an immediate positive impact on daily return but
instead reduce the size of any eventual write-off. However, If the NP Ledger is reduced to 0, any subsequent recoveries
are counted as surplus recoveries and are immediately reflected as positive cash flows and applied to net returns.
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Write Off
A write-off of outstanding ‘non-performing’ balance is applied at 2 years. This means that, on a loan-by-loan basis, any
outstanding non-performing principal, which has not been recovered, is written off on the second anniversary of
default.
Any recovery cash flows that occur beyond the write off horizon will still be captured. If there is a positive balance on
the NP Ledger they will reduce this balance, and if the NP ledger is at zero they will immediately positively impact the
daily return.
Loss Given Default
This impairment methodology incorporates an appropriate estimate for loss given default (LGD). This estimate consists
of two components: the ‘industry baseline LGD’ and the platform historic LGD.
Early in a platform’s life there is insufficient data to establish an LGD statistic. Thus, the ‘industry baseline LGD’
provides a proxy LGD until the platform LGD is established, typically 3 years after launch. This ‘industry baseline LGD’
is stratified by asset class across 6 categories:
-

Business unsecured
Business secured
Business property secured
Consumer unsecured
Consumer secured
Consumer property secured

This industry baseline LGD is established using publicly available statistics. The primary source of these statistics is
bank Pillar 3 disclosures as well as rating agency reports and central bank statistics.
The platform historic LGD is based on actual recovery data extracted from AltFi Data’s historic cash flow information. It
is calculated using the aggregate average rate of losses net of recoveries weighted by defaulted principal. Defaulted
loans are only included in the aggregate average once they have reached their write-off horizon in order to allow
recoveries to accumulate.
The platform historic LGD metric is updated quarterly and the industry baseline LGD is updated annually. The LGD is
only allowed to move in 5% increments, to ensure that excessive volatility is avoided.
Contingency Funds and Platform Incentives
Where loans are covered by a ‘contingency fund’, that will be reflected. Any loss on default will be marked as zero.
However, if the contingency fund fails to provide adequate cover, the default will be fully reflected. Any cost of the
contingency fund to the lender is factored into the net yield.
The calculation does not reflect any incentive fees and schemes that platforms offer investors from time to time.
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Disclaimer
© AltFi Data Limited. All rights reserved. Redistribution, reproduction and/or photocopying in whole or in part are
prohibited without written permission. This document does not constitute an offer of services in jurisdictions where AltFi
Data does not have the necessary licenses. All information provided by AltFi Data Limited is impersonal and not
tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group of persons. AltFi Data Limited receives compensation in connection
with licensing its indices to third parties. Past performance of an index is not a guarantee of future results.
It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Exposure to an asset class represented by an index is available through
investable instruments based on that index. AltFi Data Limited does not sponsor, endorse, sell, promote or manage any
investment fund or other investment vehicle that is offered by third parties and that seeks to provide an investment
return based on the performance of any index. AltFi Data Limited makes no assurance that investment products based
on the index will accurately track index performance or provide positive investment returns. AltFi Data Limited is not an
investment advisor, and AltFi Data Limited makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in any such
investment fund or other investment vehicle. A decision to invest in any such investment fund or other investment
vehicle should not be made in reliance on any of the statements set forth in this document. Prospective investors are
advised to make an investment in any such fund or other vehicle only after carefully considering the risks associated
with investing in such funds, as detailed in an offering memorandum or similar document that is prepared by or on
behalf of the issuer of the investment fund or other vehicle. Inclusion of a security within an index is not a
recommendation by AltFi Data Limited to buy, sell, or hold such security, nor is it considered to be investment advice.
These materials have been prepared solely for informational purposes based upon information generally available to
the public and from sources believed to be reliable. No content contained in these materials (including index data,
ratings, credit-related analyses and data, research, valuations, model, software or other application or output
therefrom) or any part thereof (Content) may be modified, reverse-engineered, reproduced or distributed in any form or
by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of AltFi Data Limited.
The Content shall not be used for any unlawful or unauthorised purposes. AltFi Data Limited and its third-party data
providers and licensors do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of the Content. AltFi
Data Limited is not responsible for any errors or omissions, regardless of the cause, for the results obtained from the
use of the Content. THE CONTENT IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS. ALTFI DATA LIMITED DISCLAIMS ANY
AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE
ERRORS OR DEFECTS, THAT THE CONTENT’S FUNCTIONING WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR THAT THE
CONTENT WILL OPERATE WITH ANY SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. In no event shall AltFi Data
Limited be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or
consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits
and opportunity costs) in connection with any use of the Content even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
AltFi Data Limited keeps certain activities of its business units separate from each other in order to preserve the
independence and objectivity of their respective activities. As a result, certain business units of AltFi Data Limited may
have information that is not available to other business units. AltFi Data Limited has established policies and
procedures to maintain the confidentiality of any non-public information received in connection with each analytical
process.
In addition, AltFi Data Limited may provide services to, or relating to, many organisations, including issuers of
securities, investment advisers, broker-dealers, investment banks, other financial institutions and financial
intermediaries, and accordingly may receive fees or other economic benefits from those organisations, including
organisations whose securities or services they may recommend, rate, include in model portfolios, evaluate or
otherwise address.
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